
IMRET12, the 12th International conference on Micro-REaction Technology, was held between February 20 and
22, 2012 in Lyon. It was hosted by the School of Chemistry, Engineering and Physics Lyon, France (CPE Lyon),
and co-organized by Laurent Falk and Claude de Bellefon from the Laboratory of Reactions and Chemical
Engineering (ENSIC-Nancy) and the Laboratory of Catalytic Reactor Engineering (CPE-Lyon) respectively. This
12th IMRET Conference within the past 15 years shows the strong vivacity in the R&D field of Micro-Process
Technology. With ca. 350 participants from 30 countries and more than 220 lectures, oral and poster communica-
tions, IMRET12 demonstrates that IMRET conferences remain the major conferences on Micro-Process Technology
which continue to spread its topic over numerous national and international congresses in chemical engineering.

While Flow Chemistry has his own conference series, it appeared to the IMRET Scientific Committee that having
a named topical session would further encourage the cross fertilization between the micro-process technology
communities and the fast growing field of “flow synthesis.'' With two invited lectures delivered by Peter Seeberger
and C. Oliver Kappe, eleven oral communications and more than 24 posters, the session “Flow Chemistry & Fine
Chemicals'' was a real success. Exhibition of equipment and know-how was another motivating facet of industrial
contribution to IMRET conferences and, in keeping with past editions, IMRET12 has enjoyed equipment exhibi-
tions from 11 high-tech companies allowing ideas to be put in action using new equipments.

Some of the IMRET12 papers were selected for publication as special issues of well-recognized scientific journals:
Chemical Engineering Journal for the topic “Fundamentals— fluidic, mixing, mass, and heat transfer, Process data
acquisition, kinetics & chemical analysis''; Green Processing & Synthesis for the topic “Miniplants — process
design & control”; Chemical Engineering & Processes: Process Intensification” for the topic “Energy & thermal
systems, Process intensification” and, last but not least, this issue of the Journal of Flow Chemistry for “Flow
synthesis & fine chemicals.” While being primarily a reader of the Journal of Flow Chemistry, you may find some
interesting contributions in the other journals as well. Just to list some: the hot topic of “Miniplants” in which flow
chemistry and industrial production are gathered, the issue of mixing and the better understanding of flow motion
are illustrated in the Chemical Engineering Journal issue, the “batch-to-continuous” move for process intensifica-
tion in the special issue of Chemical Engineering & Processes.

I deeply hope you will enjoy this issue, and perhaps get some more ideas for micro-reaction technologies and, above
all, keep-on working with attractive molecules in flow reactors!
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